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Abstraat

The intensity ratio of the photoelectrons emitted from the upper and the

lowf va^ts of the d bands of polycrystalline Cu and Au films has been

determined in the photon eve^gy r-anae f?om 40 eV to 120 eV. Intershell

interaction gives rise to a signifioant inwease of this ratio at the

Cu 3p and Au 5p threshold.

We report photoemission measurements on Cu and Au films evaporated under

UHV conditions onto stainless steel Substrates. Synchrotron radiation of

the storage ring Tantalus I was roonochromatized by a Grasshopper mcnochro-

mator (l). The photoelectrons were analysed by a double path cylindrical

mirror analyser whose axis was tilted by 45 against the sample surface normal.

The samnles were illuminated under 20 by s-polarized light. With respect to

the axis of the analyser the collection geometry corresponds to averaging

over all azimuthnl anales and polar angles between 36 and 48 .

Energy distribution curves (EDC's) for photon energies between 40 eV and 120 eV

were taken with an overall resolution of O.4 eV in Steps of l eV. The EDC's

were corrected for the spectral output of the monochrotrator, the Variation of

the current in the storage ring and the analyser efficiency. The analyser effi-

ciency was assumed to be proportional to the ratio of the pass energy Ep (25 p.V)

to the kinetic energy E^ (2, 3). Secondary electron background determined Hy

interpolation has been subtracted. Fig. l shows typical EDC's for Cu and Au.

to be published in Physics Lett. A
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Eyperimental Resulte

Au: The relative total valence band cross-section of Au extracted from

a series of EDC's is presented in Fig. 2. The valence band states mainly

9tem from the atomic 5d levels. In agreement wich the calculated atomic

5d cross section (4, 5) the total vnlence band cross-section decreases

with increasing photon energy. Our results are in qualitative agreement

with previously published results (6, 7). The slope of our results being

steeper than reported previouely is in better agreement with the theory

(4, 5). For a roore detailed analysis the energy dependence of the electron

escape depth (8) and refraction effects, neglected in the analysis of the

experimental data presented so far, have to be taken into account (9). In

contrast to the theory (4, 5) there are additional features in the cross-

sections, a maximum at 45 eV, a doublet centered at 65 eV and shouldera at

^ 80 eV. These structures have their counterparts in the Au absorption

spectrum (10). The relative cross-section of the upper part UP and the

lower part LP (eee Fig. 1) of the valence band, also given in Fig. 2, diffcr

considerably. The maximum at 45 eV in ttie UP curve shows up at 47 eV in the

LP curve indicating that it is mainly due to final state effects. The

UP curve shows a prominent double peak at 62 eV and 67 eV and two shoulders

at 79 eV and 85 eV, whereas corresponding structures are hardly discernible

in the LP curve, At 50 eV both curves almost coincide. Above 50 eV they

separate, the UP values being considerably higher than the LP values. The

curves Start to approach each other for photon energies ahove 85 eV. This

behavior is reflected by the ratio of the UP to the LP cross-section, which

goes through a minimum at 50 eV, reaches a maximum at 85 eV and decreases

towards still bigher energies. The monotonous rise between these energies

is interrupted by a step at 7̂0 eV. This result is in qualitative agreement

with the ratio between the anrplitude of the upper and the lower valence

band maximum obtained by Bartb (11) from published photoemission data.

Cu: The relative total valence band cross-section of Cu is presented in

Fig. 3. The maximum at 47 eV is followed by a decline towards higher

energies. The moBt interesting feature is Lhe tnarVed depression at the 3p

threahold at 75 eV. The energy dependence of the amplitude ratio between

the upper (B) and the lower (A) valence band peak (see Fig. 1) is similar to

the corresponding curve for Au. The ratio goes through a minimum near 60 eV

and peaks at 80 eV. There iß also an indication of a step at '"75 eV, ttiough

the step i a far less pronounced than in Au.
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Disctission

Considerable variations of the relative peak heights of the valence band

raaxima have been observed in angle resolved photoemission measurements

on different faces of Cu and Au single crystals (6). These variations

have been discuseed in terms of transitions between the d valence bands and

high lying conduction bands, i.e. in terms of electron band structure. Due

to the strong dependence on the crystal orientation most of these variations

are averaged out in angle integrated measurements on polycrystalline samples.

This is borne out by the smooth, atomic-like behavior of subshell cross-

sections determined this way (3, 6, 7, 8). The ratio of the two valence

band maxima Starts to rise right at the Au 5p and the Cu 3p threshold (see

Fips. 2, 3). For Au the spin-orbit Splitting of the 5p. ,,, and 5p , levels

is well reproduced by the gtepwise ascent. Even for Cu there is a weak

indication of the spin-orbit Splitting of the 3p ,., 3p„,_ levels. This

coincidence strongly favors an Interpretation in terms of an interaction

between the Au 5p -*• d and 5d ->- f and the Cu 3p -> d and 3d •*• f

excitations. Here d(f) Stands for d(f)-symmetric continuum Orbitals. In a

simple approacli this interaction can be visualized äs a 5p (3p) excitation

which decays via recombination thereby exciting a 5d (3d) valence electron.

The final state reached this way is indistinguishable from the state reached

by direct valence band photoemission. For atamic and solid transition raetals

this type of intershell interactions has been clearly verified (see e.g.

Refs. 3, 12). The neglect of the p -*- s and d •+ p transitions is justified

by their small oscillator strength in this energy ränge compared to the

p -i- d and d -*• f transitiona. The small oscillator strength of the Au 4f

transitions at threshold (4, 5) explains the absence of any noticeable change

of the UP versus the LP ratio at the Au 4f threshold. It is interesting to

note that the increase of the amplitude ratio of the two Au valence band maxima

above J40 eV reported by Lindau, et al. (8) closely follows the rise of the 4f

cross-section (4, 5, 8). It appears reasonable to attribute this ratio

increase to the interaction between the 4f -*• g and 5d ~"~ f excitations,

Thns the prominent features in the amplitude ratio of the two valence band

maxima for Cu and Au can be explained in a consiäient way by taking intershell

correlation into account.

The ratio of the two valence band maxima is related to the atomic o

branching ratio, in case the spin-orbit projected densities of states show
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more ^5/2 character in the upper and more d ß / 2 character in the lower part

of the valence band. For Au the spie orbit-splitting of the Au 5d-j/2.

5d5/2 levels ia of the same order of magnitude äs the Separation of the two

valence band peaks. The upper valence band maximum contains more states of

^5/2 character, the lower maximum more states of 5d%/2 character (13) . This

strongly üavors the Interpretation in tenas of the atomic 5d branc.hing ratio.

Atamic branching ratios can deviate considerably from the statistical ratio

i. + l ll. In many cases these deviations can be explained withouC taking

correlation effects into account (14 ) . This approach fai ls to explain the

Variation of the "branching ratio" of Au and Cu in the energy ränge between

50 eV and 110 eV. For atomic rare gases Johnson and Cheng (13) have provon
2 2

how dramatically the branching ratios P „ , > : P , of the outer p Shells

are modified by intershell correlations. For Kr and Xe the interaction with

excitations from the Kr 3d and Xe 4d shell gives rise to a significant in-

crease of the branching ratio in the region of the inner she l l threshold.

The essence of this atomic model for the energy dependence of the branching

ratio can be transferred to the solids in case interactions with innershell

excitations are involved, The atomic character of inner Shells (Cu 3p, Au 5p)

is preserved in the metals. The outer d-etates are modified in the metals

but still exhibit a strongly localized character. From total and partial

cross-sections we know that the final state wavefunctions 30 eV above EF

can be approximated by atomic continuum functions in the region close to the

nucleus, i.e. in the region of overlap with the core states (16).

This work was supported in part by the Bundesrainisterium für Forschung

und Technologie and the U.S. National Science Foundation under grant

DMR 77-21888 and 78-21080,

Figure Captions

Fig. | Representative EDC's for Cu and Au. The dashed areas give

the valence band photoemission corrected for secondary

elcctron background. The position of the two Cu valence

band maxima A and ß is indicated. The Au EDC's show the

Separation of the valence band into an upper part UP and a

lower part LP.

Fig. 2 Total relative Au valence band cross-section (053) and

relative cross-section of the upper (a^p) an(^ tne l°wer

part (t^Lp) of the valence band. The ratio "up/QLp ^s given

by the dashed line. The binding energies of the core levels

have been taken from Ref . 17.

Fig. 3 Total relative Cu-valence band cross-section 03^. The

amplitude ratio B/A of the two valence band maxima is given

by ehe dashed line. The binding energies of the core levels

have been taken fron: Ref, 17.
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